
  
  

  
  

 

        
  

            
              

         

                
           

        
  

        
    

   

           
             

           
             

           
        

  

       
        

          
        

              
         

            
    

        
      

       
     

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
PRESS RELEASE 

Media Contacts 
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619-255-7069 
rap@jpublicrelations.com 

THE RESORT AT PEDREGAL RECEIVES AAA’S FIVE DIAMOND RATING FOR SEVENTH 
CONSECUTIVE YEAR 

Cabo San Lucas, MEXICO (February 20, 2019) – The Resort at Pedregal, a private haven on Cabo 
San Lucas’ most coveted parcel of land, has been recognized for its unprecedented luxury with its 
AAA’s Five Diamond award ranking for a seventh consecutive year. 

“We are thrilled to be amongst the highly sought-after resorts in the Five Diamond category for the 
seventh year in a row,” said General Manager Fernando Flores. “It’s our team’s goal to provide 
guests with exceptional service in order to create unmatched experiences and exceptional 
hospitality throughout their visit.” 

Hotels at this level provide the ultimate level of luxury, sophistication and comfort with 
extraordinary physical attributes, meticulous personalized service, extensive amenities and 
impeccable standards of excellence. 

The Resort at Pedregal is part of a select group representing the top tier of the hospitality industry 
in North America. Just 121 hotels made the AAA Five Diamond list for 2019. 

“AAA is pleased to recognize The Resort at Pedregal with the Five Diamond Rating, meaning its 
unwavering attention to both service and surroundings have placed it into the upper echelon of 
AAA Inspected & Approved hotels,” said Michael Petrone, director of AAA Inspections & Diamond 
Ratings. “Five Diamond properties consistently exceed expectations to provide their guests a highly 
personalized, memorable experience.” 

The Resort at Pedregal offers the sophisticated traveler a number of luxurious accommodations 
including ocean view guestrooms, beachfront suites and bi-level casitas, each with its own private 
plunge pool and Personal Concierge. Just in time for the resort's 10th-anniversary celebration in 
2019, The Resort at Pedregal has recently unveiled brand new three and four-bedroom Casonas. 
The new Casonas are a part of the resort’s Villa Collection which debuted in 2016. Guests can spend 
their days indulging at the beachfront main pool, the highly acclaimed spa, Luna y Mar, where 
signature treatments are based on the cycles of the moon, enjoy champagne and mole pairings at 
the Champagne Terrace, and more. 

For more than 80 years, AAA has used professional inspectors to conduct anonymous, in-person 
property evaluations. AAA offers the only rating system using comprehensive, on-site professional 
hotel and restaurant evaluations guided by member priorities. AAA’s rating system covers the 
United States, Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean. 

mailto:rap@jpublicrelations.com
https://www.theresortatpedregal.com/


          
            

         
 

 
 

     
        

             
        
       

       
          

     
       

          
         

  
  

 
  

        
           

            
      

             
 

Travelers can find Diamond Rated establishments and inspector insight in AAA’s trip planning 
products: the AAA Mobile app, the online AAA Travel Planner mapping and routing tool, searchable 
online AAA Travel Guides and AAA TourBook guides available to members at AAA offices. 

### 

About The Resort at Pedregal, Cabo San Lucas, Mexico 
The majestic Resort at Pedregal, a AAA Five-Diamond, Forbes Five-Star Resort, lies on Cabo San 
Lucas’ most coveted parcel of land – an extraordinary, 24-acre site at the southernmost tip of 
Mexico’s Baja California Peninsula. The exclusive haven, accessible only by the private Dos Mares 
tunnel, is just minutes from bustling downtown Cabo San Lucas, yet seemingly worlds apart. The 
Resort at Pedregal offers unprecedented luxury, sophistication and personalized service from a 
team of Personal Concierges who are available around- the-clock to assist guests with their 
requests. The property boasts 115 rooms, suites and multi-bedroom residential style villas 
including the Dos Mares suites, two beachfront villas, Casonas, and the presidential villa. The resort 
also features an award-winning, Forbes Five-Star signature spa, Luna y Mar, in addition to a 
distinctive dining program with culinary offerings including Don Manuel’s, El Farallon, Crudo and 
Beach Club. 
www.theresortatpedregal.com 

About AAA Inspections 
AAA provides more than 59 million members with automotive, travel, insurance and financial 
services through its federation of 35 motor clubs and nearly 1,100 branch offices across North 
America. Since 1902, the not-for-profit, fully tax-paying AAA has been a leader and advocate for safe 
mobility. Drivers can request roadside assistance, identify nearby gas prices, locate discounts, book 
a hotel or map a route via the AAA Mobile app. To join, visit AAA.com. 

www.theresortatpedregal.com
https://zipgate.aaa.com/?area=mobile
https://ttp.aaa.com/TripTik/
https://www.aaa.com/travelguides/
https://www.calif.aaa.com/automotive/driver-resources/auto-club-app/download.html?area=vanity_mobile&zip=92101&devicecd=PC
https://www.calif.aaa.com/?zip=92101&devicecd=PC
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